Art That Enters a Social Setting
How State Buildings are Built
Top choice in the Mid-West!

VANDE HEY  RALEIGH

"The Vande Hey-Raleigh roofing tile adds an extravagant "look" to the character of a building, adds interest to the design at a price which is easy to absorb in the cost of the project. We look forward to using this fine product in the future."
Schroeder & Holt Architects
Howard E. Schroeder, AIA

"A quality product such as the Vande Hey-Raleigh hard tile roofing system successfully completes an architectural statement. This elegantly natural product is a long term, low-cost investment suitable for a wide variety of projects."
Biggar Development Ltd.
Curt Biggar, AIA

"It's tough to get a 50-year warranty like theirs on any other roof. A recent replacement project saw Vande Hey-Raleigh match the old color perfectly and its crews work swiftly to install a new roof keeping a constantly-in-use post office weathertight at all times."
Green Bay Associate
Jeffrey Crowell, AIA

"The reputation, performance and experience of Vande Hey-Raleigh roof tiles is the best around. For a recent project, we looked at another tile but found it too large for our purpose and out of synch for the scale of the building it was considered for."
Sauter Seaborne
Tom Olson, AIA

"Besides the obvious beauty of Vande Hey-Raleigh concrete roof tile, which cost more initially, you're always money ahead on any project by the time you have to replace a less costly shingle roof. The 50-year warranty provided by Vande Hey proves the durability of the product."
Zwack Associates Ltd.
James B. Zwack, AIA

Wisconsin's been looking a lot better the last fifteen years and these top names in the business will tell you why. Call Vande Hey-Raleigh (414-766-1181) for the sales representative nearest you. And remember, Vande Hey-Raleigh brings you the best roof system under the sun, wind, rain and snow.
VANDE HEY-RALEIGH
Box 263  Little Chute, WI 54140
In Wisconsin Dial 1-800-236-TILE
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RIGHT...
FROM THE START

Just 55 minutes at the start could save you thousands of dollars on your next parking structure.
That's all it takes to get crucial planning advice from our specialists.
In 55 minutes we'll show you the latest methods of getting the most parking space for your dollar.
We'll give you up-to-date information on building structures that are virtually maintenance free.
We'll demonstrate how Peters' precast concrete is superior to cast-in-place concrete in corrosion resistance. And we'll show you how best to integrate engineering and construction to assure total budget control.
After a 55 minute consultation with J.W. Peters you'll know how to build your parking structure right...right from the start.

JW PETERS AND SONS, INC.
34212 West Market Street • Burlington, WI 53105 • (414) 763-2401
(312) 782-4691 (Chicago) • (414) 272-7222 (Milwaukee)
As we near the end of a decade, the winding down of a century of tremendous change, and face the dawn of a new millennium, we, as architects and society as a whole, face a new and challenging world. Rapid changes in technology are shrinking our world and accelerating events that took generations to occur in the past. Some visionaries paint our future in utopian splendor, while others portray visions of doom and catastrophe. Most likely, the future will have a bit of both, and we, as architects, have a responsibility to help shape that future. This year’s convention will begin to look at the future and examine our role in shaping that future with “Vision . . . Imagine the Possibilities.”

Joseph L. Poucelka, AIA
1988 Convention Chair
DESIGNED FOR PROJECTION

Auditorium at St. Joseph Hospital, Marshfield, Wisconsin

Would you like to have more technical support when you design meeting rooms?

Look to Midwest Visual, Wisconsin's most experienced installer of audio-visual, video, and computer presentation systems. We specialize in custom systems for conference rooms, board rooms, training centers, and small auditoriums. We can provide the requirements you need for screen sizing, audience seating, front and rear projection rooms, sound systems, control systems, and lighting.

We'd like to help provide your clients with meeting rooms that take full advantage of the latest communications technology. Call us as questions come up in any stage of the design process.

Midwest Visual equipment co.

Milwaukee Area: 16908 West Victor Road, New Berlin, WI 53151
(414) 784-5880

Green Bay Area: (414) 336-2551
The Uccello™ console table, of classic sculptured bronze with marble top, recalls the formal fountains found only in other times, on other continents. Acquire it in your lifetime to enhance your bath, dressing or powder room. Shown with IV Georges Brass™ faucet in polished brass. See the whole line of Kohler possibilities at your nearest Kohler distributor or write Kohler Co., Department AX9, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
“ATTENTION ARCHITECTS!”
FOR YOUR NEXT PLUMBING
OR HEATING PROJECT, CONSULT
WITH YOUR LOCAL KOHLER DISTRIBUTOR
LISTED HERE.

APPLETON
W. S. Patterson Co.
2100 W. College Ave.
P.O. Box 1177
Appleton, WI 54912
Telephone: (414) 739-3136

GREEN BAY
Murphy Supply Co.
1055 Lake St.
P.O. Box 19310
Green Bay, WI 54310-9310
Telephone: (414) 497-7004

MADISON
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St. (53703)
P.O. Box 1151 (53701)
Madison, WI
Telephone: (608) 257-3755

MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee P & H Supply Co.
1313 W. St. Paul Ave.
P.O. Box 2158
Milwaukee, WI 53201-2158
Telephone: (414) 273-3600

United P & H Supply Co.
9947 W. Carmen Ave.
P.O. Box 25342
Milwaukee, WI 53225
Telephone: (414) 464-5100

W. S. Patterson Co.
12400 W. Silver Spring Dr.
Milwaukee, WI 53007
414-783-6500

RHINELANDER
W. S. Patterson Co. (Branch)
1672 Menominee Dr.
Rhineland, WI 54501
Telephone: (715) 362-7824

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
W. S. Patterson Co. (Branch)
2111 Engel Road
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
Telephone: (715) 421-1585
At Major Industries, it is a tradition to provide a high quality product, engineered for performance and aesthetics. We offer our engineering "ability and experience" as a service in the development of energy saving translucent panel systems that will accent your new construction or renovation projects with distinction.

Offers architects and specification writers 25 years of expertise in the design and installation of translucent products. When considering translucent panels or skylights on your next building project, specify the best — specify Major Industries.

For a complete technical manual, design and budget assistance, contact:

Simmons Building Products, Inc.
10401 West Lincoln Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53227
414/545-6111
When "public art" is mentioned, generally one imagines a large sculpture sited in the middle of a plaza or adjacent to a building, a painted wall mural in a lobby depicting an historical event or a series of smaller framed works, perhaps watercolors or prints, displayed in a hallway. But these approaches represent a fraction of the possibilities available for incorporating contemporary artists' visions in public settings.

Art That Enters a.

As an introduction to some of the most current concepts in public art, I would like to present three examples from our own state of Wisconsin which exemplify the best of what is happening on a national scale. In these examples, you may also see some ideas for involving artists in your own architectural projects.

In the recent history of public art, there has been a movement toward more public interaction — with both the artwork and the process of its creation.

One direction that allows for public interaction during the design process and consequently with the resulting work is to have the artist in charge of developing both the site and the artwork to be located within it. In fact, under these circumstances, they often become one. The creation of urban spaces has been undertaken by a number of artists with a variety of approaches.

In 1987, the Wisconsin Arts Board had the opportunity to commission an artist to design an urban space when the University of Wisconsin-Madison closed the street between Union South and the new addition to the Computer Science Building. The selection committee for the project decided to pool funds designated for site preparation and the money allocated under the "Percent for Art" program in order to make it economically feasible. They chose New York sculptor Andrea Blum to work with architect Robert Shipley, AIA, of Bowen Williamson Zimmermann of Madison in designing a plaza for this location.

Ms. Blum is interested in making work that is functional as well as aesthetic; to make art that is less precious and more capable of entering a social setting. Her overall design, entitled "Rotational Shift", features a vertical layering of circular forms. The motif is articulated into the pavement with tinted concrete and colored aggregates. The plaza includes seating, lighting and landscaping.
The Computer Science Department and the University have been very pleased with the results. Professor Tad Pinkerton comments that, "The Orchard Street plaza represents a highly successful collaboration between the architect and the artist and also the contractor, Kraemer Construction, who put much care into the concrete work at the site and actualized the design. Ms. Blum's plaza provides a gracious entrance to the building and extends and integrates the area with the surrounding neighborhood."

Not all interactive works of public art are devoted to dealing with outdoor environments. In 1983, a large-scale work that deals innovatively with an interior architectural space was commissioned. Carl Billingsley, formerly of Milwaukee, designed and produced an aerial sculpture that could be viewed from three floors of the Waukesha (WI) State Office Building.

Mr. Billingsley states that, "These sculptures result from my interest in the physical properties of wood and its tendency to bend, twist in plane or warp. I explore the tension of the natural material as well as create a visual tension between the natural forms of the wood and what seems to be the functional aspects of these forms."

Robert Laxoch of Milwaukee's Zimmermann Design Group (designers of the State Office Building) points out that the building is a high-tech statement in itself while the sculpture is organic in form — there is an electricity in the air between the two elements. "The sculpture is controversial be-
cause it may be perceived as out of context from an architectural point of view but it is an interesting and likeable piece as an artwork. In fact, it is now hard to imagine the space without it."

The works of public art presented here have featured elements of "interaction." The plaza is functional and designed with the public in mind — people interact directly with the piece as they use the space. The public can serve as active participants in the perception of the aerial sculpture as they view the piece from numerous vantage points in its architectural setting.

Perhaps the ultimate interaction possible with a work of art is to have the public become part of the art-making process; to become the artist's tool. This is a risky proposition because the artist loses autonomy with the work, relinquishing a degree of control over the aesthetic outcome. But some artists have been willing to take this risk.

In 1984, 54 women residents of the Taycheedah Correctional Institute collaborated with artist Mary Benton of Neenah to produce a 9'H x 27'L fiber work entitled "Ladders." The design was conceived by Ms. Benton who collaged the ladders onto canvas, but all of the crocheted rag ladders were produced by the inmates. Each ladder is very individualistic, portraying an aspect of its maker.

All three of the projects discussed here presented unique opportunities for artists' involvement in a public venue. These examples point out the real potential of public art and what is possible when the public is understood to be an integral part of the process and the artwork.

Regina Flanagan is currently director of the Percent For Art Program at the Minnesota State Arts Board. From 1981 to 1988 Ms. Flanagan was the coordinator of the Wisconsin Arts Board's Percent For Art Program. Under this Program, state building projects over $250,000 have an allocation of 2/10 of one percent for artwork.

To date, 59 projects with a total budget of $490,000 have been completed around the state. Twenty other states and over 30 municipalities nationwide have "percent for art" ordinances.

Photography:
Taycheedah Correctional Institute
Waukesha State Office Building
Regina Flanagan
Orchard Street Plaza
Andrea Blum
Give your clients more than they ask for.

Save money on commercial and industrial projects with Wisconsin Electric's Smart Money Energy Program for New Construction. We can provide financial incentives like rebates or interest-free loans for energy-efficient systems or equipment. We can help analyze the cost-effectiveness of investing in proven efficiency measures, based on your client's needs and budget.

And we can keep you up-to-date with all the latest information on building comfort systems, like lighting, heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems.

For more information, call your local Wisconsin Electric district office or (414) 221-4900. We'll help your clients save energy and money. And make you look good.

Smart Money Energy Program for New Construction

Offer good for a limited time. Available to Wisconsin Electric customers only. Some restrictions apply.
Elkay today...
Building a beautiful future—Now!

Only Elkay brings you the innovative features demanded by those who cherish the finer things in life. Elkay is your single, ever reliable source for kitchen sinks, faucets, accessories and coolers. All are superbly crafted of the finest materials. Beautiful today... and throughout a lifetime of tomorrows!

A full line of energy-efficient water coolers. Now featuring Elkay's exclusive Flexi-Guard™ bubbler that "fixed" to prevent accidental mouth injuries. Model shown from EFA Series.

Complete selection of stainless steel Gourmet Collection™ Sinks... bright ideas for people who enjoy creative cooking and gracious living. Eleven different sinks in all. to fit your individual needs. Available in triple, double and single compartment models, with and without drainboard. Model shown: ILGR-6022-L-C.


There's more to Swirlflo than meets the eye. Swirlflo's recessed design creates a clean profile, its wheelchair accessible and Elkay's exclusive "Flexi-Guard" bubbler prevents mouth injuries. Swirlflo's six models come in bronze tone or stainless steel. Model shown: ERP-8-C.

ELKAY
Where Great Ideas Flow.

For more information Contact:
Stickler & Associates, Inc., 333 N. 121st St., Milwaukee, WI 53226 414-771-0400
NATURALITE BRINGS THE BEST OF THE OUTSIDE IN AND KEEPS THE WORST OF THE OUTSIDE OUT.

Naturalite skylights have long been a shining example of how architects can make buildings more beautiful.

Witness the recently renovated Bay Shore Mall, pictured here.
Or the Port Plaza Mall in Green Bay.
The Holiday Inn of Stevens Point.
The East Towne Mall in Madison.

These project architects knew that Naturalite skylights come in glass, acrylic, polycarbonate and many other materials—in a rainbow of shades and colors.

They knew that Naturalite skylights not only brighten an environment, but also the mood of those living, working, shopping there.

They knew that Naturalite skylights include an unconditional, five-year warranty.

And, they knew that Weather-Tek could help—from the design phase on—to determine snow loading, span capabilities, energy efficiencies and other criticals.

If you didn’t—and you’d like to know more about Naturalite skylights or anything else—give us a call at 414-425-3322.

We’re Weather-Tek. Where you’ll find our problem-solving capabilities...as dependable as our products.

10700 West Venture Drive, P.O. Box 544, Hales Corners, Wisconsin 53130.
THE ONLY PTAC WITH ECONOMICAL GAS HEAT.

Specify Suburban Dynaline

With Suburban Dynaline, you'll be choosing the economy and efficiency built into our gas heating/electric cooling PTAC. Get the heating power that only a gas furnace can provide at upwards of 60% savings over other individual electric zone systems.

You'll also be choosing features that allow flexibility in building plans and dependability when your plans are complete. You can plan inside or outside connections for either LP or natural gas.

Dynaline's standard wall sized case (42" x 16") makes it perfect for new construction and very easy to replace old electric units.

Specify the only PTAC with gas heat: Suburban Dynaline

Suburban Manufacturing Company
Box 399, Dept. L,Dayton, TN 37321
Phone: (615) 775-2121

Wisconsin Distributors

Wisconsin Blue Flame Council
Multiply the possibilities with VELUX® Gang Flashings.

VELUX® prefabricated gang flashings let you group VELUX roof windows and skylights in any combination quickly and easily.

The precision engineering of VELUX gang flashings allows weathertight installation without the need for caulk or mastic. This means no weather delays, no mess, and less chance of call-backs. In addition, VELUX gang flashings are readily available nationwide in a wide range of standard sizes to meet your building requirements and your deadline.

VELUX® The world leader in roof windows and skylights.

Sales, Warehousing and Service Nationwide

For more information about VELUX gang flashings, send for a free copy of our VELUX gang flashing brochure, plus "The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights," a price list, and a dealer list. Your inquiry will be answered within 24 hours.

VELUX-AMERICA INC.
2501 Allan Drive
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
1-800-942-7828 (in IL)
1-800-323-8336 (outside IL)

©1987 VELUX-AMERICA INC.
* VELUX is a Registered Trademark.

The Complete Guide To Roof Windows and Skylights

Name ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address __________________________
City _______________________________
State, Zip __________________________
“Hello... ‘Gettemup Construction’? I’d like to speak to the gentleman who ‘saved me a couple of bucks’ on windows, please...”

The corners you cut now to squeeze out a little extra profit can be the very things that cost you more down the road. And not just in time and material.

S&S Sales knows that. That’s why we sell only Marvin Windows. Marvin is renowned for producing the finest wood windows available. Each Marvin Window is made to order whether you choose a custom design or one of over 5,000 standard sizes.

If you specify or install quality windows, S&S offers both technical and field support. We provide complete product information, tracing details, specification information and test data from Marvin’s new Architectural Detail Manual.

And we back it all up with personal service and dependable advice.

Call S&S Sales... your Marvin Windows experts. Do the job right and you’ll be called back. For the right reasons.

For more information call or write:
S&S Sales Corporation, 12030 West Silver Spring Road, Milwaukee, WI 53225
Toll-free 1-800-792-3504, ext. 329

See us at Booth #’s 76 & 77 at the 1988 WSA Convention
We are such stuff as dreams are made on
Shakespeare
The feel of daring while looking up at the Marcus Amphitheatre adds excitement to the crowds gathered below—a festive building for a festive use.

It was exciting for Unistrut Wisconsin to have participated in the successful application of its spaceframe structure and invites you to further explore the possibilities of Unistrut Space-Frame Systems.
IMAGINE... A casement window sunroom
Casements... with 1 1/4” x 5 13/16” basic frames...
Extruded aluminum cladding...
In standard bronze, colonial white, sandstone beige or one of 52 custom colors...
Sash hung on adjustable 4-bar, extra heavy-duty, counter-balanced hinges...
Dual cam locks that operate simultaneously.

ENVISION... Blinds between the glass plus... sealed insulated glass and... permanently divided lites.

These are just a few of the extra features available with:

BiltBest Windows

OMNI GLASS & PAINT, INC.
2010 DICKINSON AVENUE
P.O. BOX 2186
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54903
1-800-242-8222
An architect's choice:
To follow the straight and narrow... or discover what is around the next curve!

ARCHITECTURAL PANELS

specify **ALUCOBOND PANELS**
...the solution for architects who want both straight lines and curves!

Fairlane Office Center, Phase II
Dearborn, Michigan
Architect: Rossetti and Associates
Panels supplied by Omni.

Serpentine wall at main entrance.

For information call
414/233-3333

**OMNI**
GLASS & PAINT, INC.
2010 Dickinson Avenue
P. O. Box 2186
Oshkosh, WI 54901
Ever wonder what steps are involved in a building project for the State of Wisconsin?

Outlined below are the procedures for state projects designed by architect/engineer firms contained in the Policies and Procedures Manual for Architects/Engineers of the Division of State Facilities Management (DOSFM), Wisconsin Department of Administration. As noted in Part 1, Section C of the Manual, these are the 35 "steps that will normally be followed in the development of a building project from inception to final inspection and acceptance of the work." DOSFM recognizes, of course, that there may be a variance from these procedures in individual cases, but these are anticipated to be "the exception rather than the rule."

On the lighter side, the accompanying cartoon characterization of "How State Buildings Are Built" provides a little bit different perspective of how state policies and procedures may work in practice. The cartoonist is Frederick Loewen, chief architect in the Bureau of Engineering Services at DOSFM.

1. Initiation of Project — Receive request to proceed on building project from the State Building Commission or agency and hold project for Selection Committee.

2. Program Review — Review agency prepared program to assure that project is responsible to the mission of the agency and in conformance with prior agency approved requests.

3. Selection of Architect/Engineer — Review request, confer with agency, and recommend selection of A/E to the Secretary.

4. Negotiation of Architect/Engineer Agreement — Contact and negotiate an acceptable contract with A/E approved by the Secretary.

5. Preparation & Execution of Architect/Engineer — Write contract based on agreed terms, supervise its distribution and contract execution.

6. Initial Contact in Project Development — Contact agency's building committee and others as required, to discuss program. Outline project development and schedule meeting with A/E.

7. Prepare Concept — Project Manager schedules necessary meetings and directs and coordinates the development of the Concept.

8. Develop Time Schedule for Project — Project Manager reviews project requirements with designer who develops detail schedule for design and construction.

9. Review and Approval of Concept — Review and approval of Concept. Obtain agency, and Planning & Evaluation Section approval of Concept.


12. Preparation of Preliminary Documents — Project Manager schedules necessary meetings and directs and coordinates the development of preliminary drawings and specifications.

13. Approval of Preliminary Documents — Schedule review meetings with agency, designer, and staff as required to review preliminary drawings and specifications in detail.

14. Preparation of Working Drawings — Project Manager schedules necessary meetings and directs and coordinates the development of working drawings and specifications.

15. Approval of Working Drawings — Curson review of final drawings and specifications as required.

16. Coordinate Scheduling of Bid Openings — Maintain master list of all projects and coordinate scheduling of bid openings.

17. Preparation of Invitation to Bid — Prepare Invitation to Bid and submit to Project Manager.

18. Publication of Invitation to Bid — Arrange for publication of Invitation to Bid on scheduled date.

19. Distribution of Drawings and Specifications — Obtain required number of drawings and specifications and distribute on request to potential bidders.

20. Bid Opening — Receive all bids and publicly open and read them.


22. Preparation of Project Budgets — Review total funds available and recommend project budget.

23. Approval of Project Budget — Review recommendation and approve contract awards and project budget.


25. Approval of Contracts — Administrator transmits contracts to signatories for action.


27. Preconstruction Coordination — Make necessary arrangements with all involved parties.

28. Supervision of Construction — Supervise and coordinate all construction in compliance with plans and specifications and maintain punch list items.

29. Responsible Observation of Construction — Responsibility and performance as required by Contract.

30. Change-Order Procedure — Review request to determine validity, consult with Project Manager and recommend acceptance or rejection. Negotiate price with contractor, prepare change order and submit to Project Manager. Review, process and approve change order.

31. Payment Procedures — Submit request to A/E with informational copy to Construction Representative. Review request, correct if necessary and forward to Division. Check all computations, make corrections if required, obtain necessary approvals, process and distribute.

32. Substantial Completion — Notify all parties involved of the date upon which the inspection will be conducted and carry out inspection to verify construction status.

33. Final Inspection — Conduct final inspection and recommend acceptance of facility.

34. Project Close-Out — Obtain necessary approvals including final payment release from Project Manager, obtain agency final acceptance, make final payments, close out contracts and contingency fund and terminate project.

35. Warranty Items — Project Manager assures that A/E takes whatever action is required to resolve problem.
Division of State Facilities Management

How State Buildings are built

by Frederick Loewen
and you can have the finest heating & cooling system available for apartments, condos, and office complexes

- Sealed Combustion Design
- No Chimney or vent Pipes Required
- Slides into Wall Sleeve for Easy installation
- Provides Low Cost Gas Heating
- Heating & Cooling in One Cabinet with Ducted Central System
- Insures High Occupancy Rate in Rental Units
- Over 300,000 Installed — Many in Wisconsin

For literature and specifications or appointment for demonstration, please feel free to call:

MONROE EQUIPMENT INC.
N113 W18825 Carnegie Drive, Germantown, Wisconsin 53022
(414) 255-2610  Toll-Free Statewide (800) 242-9398
Member Metropolitan Builders Association of Greater Milwaukee and Madison

Gas: Wisconsin’s best energy value.
Imagine the Possibilities

VISION... an unusual ability for foreseeing what is going to happen. Some visionaries paint our future in utopian splendor. Others portray a vision of doom and catastrophe. What will our future be? Most likely, it will contain elements from both scenarios.

What is the architect's role in shaping our future? What trends can be reasonably anticipated so that architects may begin to develop solutions for future design needs? What steps can architects take today in order to be prepared to respond to the changing demands that will be placed on the profession tomorrow?

The 57th Annual WSA Convention will begin to look at the future and the role of architecture in shaping that future. An outstanding combination of speakers and programs has been assembled to help us all peer into the future with a bit more clarity and focus.

The 1988 WSA Convention contains all the ingredients for success... professional stimulation through the communication of ideas, the sharing of knowledge on new products and services, and the interaction between professionals. This year there will be more exhibits, more entertainment, more hors d'oeuvres, more libations and more fun than ever before!

All we need is you. Welcome to the 57th Annual WSA Convention, Vision... Imagine the Possibilities. Mark your calendar, plan to attend and bring your friends, staff and business associates. There's something for everyone!

We look forward to seeing you at the Olympia Village in Oconomowoc on May 10-11, 1988. For additional information on the 1988 Convention, call the WSA office... 1-800-ARCHITECT/(608)257-8477.
Early Bird Cocktail Party
Monday, May 9
7:00-9:00pm
If you are planning on arriving at the Olympia the nite before the Convention starts, get a jump on the festivities by joining 1988 Convention Chairman Joe Povelka, AIA, in his suite for hors d'oeuvres, drinks, conversation and congeniality. This will be just for fun. Discuss your vision of the future of architecture. Architects, exhibitors, students and anyone else coming to the Convention are cordially invited.

Registration
Tuesday, May 10
8:00am - 7:30pm
Check in at the Registration Desk at the entrance to the Exhibit Hall and pick up your Convention materials. Registration opens at 8:00a.m. Located near the Registration Desk will be the Convention Message Center, exhibit of VTAE Drafting Competition winners and displays by Wisconsin Architect magazine, CSI, IBD, ASID, SARUP, IDP, QBS and other affiliated groups and programs.

Vision...
David M. Zach
Taking Ownership of the Future
Tuesday, May 10
9:15-10:30am
Mr. Zach is one of a few professionally trained futurists in the United States, having earned his Master's degree in Futures Research from the University of Houston. He has applied his training as a trend analyst with Northwestern Mutual Life, as a forecasting analyst with Johnson Controls, and by teaching future studies at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Zach now has his own company called Innovative Futures. With an emphasis on social and demographic trends, he works with a wide range of audiences to help them prepare for the future on both a personal and professional level.

How to use information about the future to your advantage will be the focus of this session. Taking ownership of the future means identifying the skills and attitudes needed to effectively deal with change on a personal and professional level. Emphasis will be placed on information supporting the trends that will influence architecture in the future.

Wisconsin Architects Foundation
Annual Meeting and Reception
Tuesday, May 10
10:30-11:00am
The Board of Directors of the Wisconsin Architects Foundation invites all Convention registrants and exhibitors to a wine and cheese reception immediately preceding the WSA Annual Meeting and luncheon. WAF President Tom Nisbet, AIA, will give a brief report on WAF activities, introduce WAF scholarship recipients and accept the annual contribution from the Milwaukee Chapter CSI. Come and learn more about "Campaign 300" and other WAF activities and programs.

Vision...
WSA Annual Meeting and Luncheon
Tuesday, May 10
11:15-12:30pm
Join WSA President H. James Gabriel, AIA, WSA Executive Director William Babcock, AIA Regional Director Tom Van Housen, AIA, and the WSA Board of Directors for lunch and the opportunity to hear and discuss important issues facing the WSA and the profession. Hear a firsthand report on current WSA and AIA programs and what's being planned for the future. Also on the agenda will be the presentation of the WSA Golden Award to Mark A. Pfaff, FAIA. WSA members and nonmembers are encouraged to attend and participate.

Future of the Industrial City
Dean Carl V. Patton and Jeffrey E. Ollswang, AIA
Tuesday, May 10
12:30-1:00pm

International Cities Design Competition
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The WSA is pleased to be a sponsor of the first International Cities Design Competition sanctioned by the Union of International Architects and coordinated by the School of Architecture and Urban Planning (SARUP) at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. As part of the WSA Annual Meeting and Luncheon, Dean Patton and Professor Ollswang of SARUP will present an overview of this competition which will focus the attention of architects and planners from around the world on the future of Milwaukee. A total of $125,000 in prizes will be awarded.

Using Milwaukee as the design problem, the goal of the competition is to renew the tradition and dialog associated with visualizing the “City of the Future.” The challenge will be to analyze four typical areas of a city, define future options and develop innovative planning and design solutions. What will emerge will be concepts, images and designs that can influence the future planning and design of mature industrial cities around the world.

...Imagine the Possibilities
Concurrent Workshops
Tuesday, May 10
1:00-2:00pm

Choose one of three workshops offered today to gain valuable insights into the role and responsibilities of architects in providing shelter for the homeless, working with landscape architects to shape our future built environment, and developing building codes to protect the public’s health and safety.

Seminar 1
D. Blake Chambliss, FAIA, and Donald Maniccia
The Search for Shelter

Without a doubt, the problem of housing the homeless and other low-income groups is one of the most important issues facing our nation. The two seminar speakers bring with them a wealth of knowledge and experience in dealing with the problems of the homeless. As the Convention focuses on visions of the future, this workshop will help draw our attention to the current and future needs of a segment of our population — the poor, elderly, mentally ill, unemployed — which oftentimes is ignored. The Search for Shelter is a national program sponsored by the AIA, AIAS and Neighborhood Reinvestment Corp. It is designed to develop workable strategies to meet special-shelter and affordable-housing needs by encouraging broad-based community coalitions of architects, students, educators, shelter providers, government officials and civic leaders.

Blake Chambliss is a Senior Associate with the Denver architectural firm Anderson Mason Dales and specializes in the design of housing for the elderly. He was Chairman of the AIA Housing Committee when The Search for Shelter program was started and serves as the professional advisor for this effort. Mr. Chambliss has a strong commitment to finding funding and solutions for the needs of the homeless and has spoken on the subject at architectural conferences in the U.S., Canada and England.

Donald Maniccia is the Executive Director of the Hawkeye Area Community Action Program (HACAP) which serves 21,400 families in six counties in eastern Iowa. He is a recognized expert on the homeless, having appeared on nationally televised specials on the subject. HACAP is a community action agency dedicated to helping people become economically and emotionally self-sufficient. As someone who works with the homeless and service providers on a daily basis, Mr. Maniccia will bring an informed perspective to the program.

Seminar 2
William H. McGibbon
Landscape Architecture

Shaping our preferred vision of the future will require an interdisciplinary approach to the challenges and opportunities facing our built environment. It also will require the implementation of quality projects on time and on budget.

Mr. McGibbon will provide his unique insights into meeting the challenges ahead from his perspective as President of the Ann Arbor planning, landscape architecture and urban design firm of Johnson, Johnson & Roy/Inc. He has become a recognized expert on the development and implementation of site improvements for projects of large scale and quality, ranging from complete college campuses to detailed urban restoration projects. A graduate of the University of Wisconsin, his experience includes numerous projects throughout the Midwest including The University of Wisconsin Research Park in Madison and Racine Festival Park.

Seminar 3
Richard Meyer
DILHR Codes Roundtable

Join in a roundtable discussion on Wisconsin's Building Code. Find out how you can get involved in the development of state codes. Learn how the reorganization at DILHR will affect you and your practice. Get answers to questions you were always afraid to ask.

Richard Meyer has been with the Division of Safety and Buildings at DILHR since 1970 and currently heads up the new Office of Division Codes and Application.
Exhibitor Meeting
Tuesday, May 10
1:30-2:00pm
Exhibitors should have their booths set up by 1:30 p.m. Now meet with WSA Convention Chairman Joe Pouelka, AIA, and WSA Executive Director Bill Babcock to review the procedures for the Exhibit Hall, the booth awards program and other important matters.

Vision...
Edmund N. Bacon, FAIA
Urban Planning
Tuesday, May 10
2:15-3:30pm

As an architect, city planner and author, Edmund Bacon is often referred to as the outstanding planner of his generation and is perhaps most noted for his work in Philadelphia. He believes that the building of cities is one of man’s greatest achievements and that the future of our cities is what we make it. His vision involves achieving a deeper understanding of the interactions and decisions which determine the form of a city to gain the insight necessary to create noble cities in our own day.

Mr. Bacon studied architecture at Cornell University and city planning at the Cranbrook Academy. From 1949-1970, he served as executive director of the Philadelphia City Planning Commission. Under his direction, a series of plans were implemented that were designed to restructure the city, renew its historic core, preserve landmarks and provide housing, neighborhood parks and transportation systems. He has been in private practice since 1971 as Vice-President of design for Mondev International Ltd. of Montreal, and is an Adjunct Professor at the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Bacon will share his vision of architecture and urban planning.

Construction Industry Reception and Open House Party
Exhibit Hall
Tuesday, May 10
3:30-7:30pm
Come to the largest “Hospitality Suite” ever at the WSA Convention. This hospitality suite will be in the Exhibit Hall and will feature 145 exhibit booths of construction related materials, services, furniture and equipment. There is no registration fee for this event. Invitations have been sent to contractors, subcontractors, interior designers, landscape architects, urban planners, and others interested in the design and construction industry. Bring your spouse, invite your co-workers, consultants, industry friends and clients. This is an excellent opportunity to update your ties with the construction industry and keep abreast of new technology, services and materials... while having a good time. Beer and pretzels are on the WSA. Don’t miss this event!

Associates Meeting
Mitchell Elliot
IDP — Bridging the Gap
Tuesday, May 10
6:00-7:00pm

Attention WSA Associate members! This program has been added to the Convention schedule just for you... but anyone else from recently registered architects to firm principals are invited to participate. Mitchell Elliot will provide an informative presentation on NCARB’s Intern-Architect Development Program and be available to answer your questions about IDP. Mr. Elliot is with the architectural firm of Wilscom/Birge & Associates of Omaha, Nebraska. He is beginning his third year as the AIA Associate Representative on the National IDP Coordinating Committee and serves as the Region 5 Coordinator for the IDP program. This is your chance to begin networking with other Associate members from throughout Wisconsin and to learn about special programs being planned by Associates in other WSA Chapters. Kevin Shumann, the Associate Representative on the WSA Board of Directors, will be chairing this meeting. Don’t forget to tour the Exhibit Hall before and after the meeting and to stick around for the world famous Progressive Cocktail Party later that evening.

Progressive Cocktail Party
Hospitality Suites
Tuesday, May 10
7:30-9:30pm
If you aren’t meeting people and having fun yet... now it will happen. “It” is the WSA’s Progressive Cocktail Party. There will be plenty of hors d’oeuvres and even something to drink. There will be at least eight different stops included in the Progressive Cocktail Party, hosted by exhibitors in their hospitality suites and sponsored in part by the WSA. Visit with architects and exhibitors in this most informal of settings. Why not take this journey in search of the perfect hors d’oeuvres and your favorite beverage?

Try to keep a clear head because there will be answers to the WSA’s Architectural Trivia Contest at each stop along the way which will enable you to enter the special door prize drawing in the Exhibit Hall on Wednesday.

Ice Cream Galore
Tuesday, May 10
9:30-10:30pm
Back by popular demand! Build your own sundae at the WSA Ice Cream Parlor before you call it a night. There will be lots and lots of goodies to put on top!

Dinner, Dancing and Hospitality Suites
Tuesday, May 10
9:30pm-?!!!
What happens after you’ve made all the stops on the Progressive Cocktail Party and designed your own ice cream sundae? Lots! There will be exhibitor hospitality suites, dancing and dining. All will be available at the Olympia Village. You may only be young once... so have a good time!
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Registration
Wednesday, May 11
8:00am-2pm
If you haven’t done so already, stop at the Registration Desk at the entrance to the Exhibit Hall to pick up your Convention materials . . . and see if you have any messages.

Continental Breakfast
Wednesday, May 11
8:15-8:45am
Enjoy some coffee, tea or juice with a fresh danish or croissant before the morning’s first seminar. Try to recuperate after Tuesday night’s party and visit with friends from around the state.

...Imagine the Possibilities
Concurrent Workshops
Tuesday, May 10
1:00-2:00pm
Choose one of three workshops offered today to gain valuable insights into the role and responsibilities of architects in providing shelter for the homeless, working with landscape architects to shape our future built environment, and developing building codes to protect the public’s health and safety.

Seminar 1
D. Blake Cambiiss, FAIA,
and Donald Maniccia
The Search for Shelter
See Tuesday’s schedule for details.

Seminar 2
William McGibbon
Landscape Architecture
See Tuesday’s schedule for details.

Seminar 3
D. Van Fossen
QBS Roundtable

During the past two years, the WSA has assisted over 300 owners in establishing a process for selecting architects on the basis of qualifications and competence. The WSA’s innovative Qualification Based Selection (QBS) program is now a model which is being promoted by the AIA across the country. Prior to joining the WSA staff as QBS Facilitator, D. Van Fossen was General Manager of the American Society of Training and Development and the International Federation of Training and Development. Plan to participate with Van in this QBS roundtable. It’s your program. The purpose of the workshop will be to share information about QBS, to respond to any questions you may have about the program, and to identify your comments and suggestions for improving the QBS program.

Vision . . .
Mildred F. Schmertz, FAIA
Honor Awards Presentation and Analysis
Wednesday, May 11
9:45-11:00am

Here’s your chance to get an inside look into the jurying process for the 1988 WSA Honor Awards program. Mildred Schmertz, Editor-in-Chief of Architectural Record, will provide an analysis and presentation of the Honor and Merit Award winners and other project submittals.

Mildred Schmertz earned her Bachelor of Architecture degree from Carnegie Mellon University and a Master of Fine Arts from Yale. Recently she was appointed by Mayor Koch to New York City’s Design Process Task Force for publicly sponsored development projects. Editor of Architectural Record she will be able to provide a unique perspective on architecture in Wisconsin.

Schmertz will have been one of three jurors who scrutinized the projects submitted and will provide an insightful and informative look at the jurying process, as well as the winners and also rans. Prior to this time, award recipients will be known only to the WSA Design Awards Committee and the jurors.

Exhibits! Exhibits! Exhibits!
Walking Lunch
Wednesday, May 11
11:00-2:00pm
Come and visit with the 145 exhibitors of construction related services, equipment and furniture. Take a casual stroll through the Exhibit Hall and enjoy a walking lunch . . . included in your registration fee. Take a look at the winning submittals for this year’s VTAE student drafting competition and take part in the other special events planned for this occasion. Door prizes will be awarded during this exhibit period . . . and you have to be present to win. Here is your opportunity to shop the full gamut of construction industry materials and services necessary for any successful project all in one convenient location.
Design excellence... what lies ahead?

Architect William Monroe is uniquely qualified to report on the current trends and developments that will shape the practice of architecture and determine the success of architectural firms in the future. As Principal-in-Charge of the Charlotte, North Carolina office of Clark Tribble Harris & Li Architects, P.A., Mr. Monroe has been responsible for the firm's work on many developments throughout the Southeast and other regions of the country. An example is 100 East, a joint venture project of Faison Associates and Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company in Milwaukee, currently being handled out of Clark Tribble Harris & Li's Charlotte office.

Mr. Monroe specializes in urban high-rise, mixed use complexes and large suburban business and office parks. Working with a diverse group of corporate and private developers, he has extensive knowledge of development costs and development strategies. Mr. Monroe will share with us his vision of design excellence, his experiences in building strong architect-developer relationships and his insights into how architectural firms can position themselves for a preferred future.

Now that you have seen and heard a wide range of speakers present their vision of the future and have had a chance to imagine some of the possibilities, the Convention's concluding General Session speaker will bring into sharper focus the role of architects, planners and developers in shaping our future. His perspective will be that of a developer involved in major office and commercial real estate developments nationwide.

John Burnett is President and CEO of Rockefeller Center Development Corporation, the operating company of The Rockefeller Group. A Wisconsin native and Yale Law School graduate, Mr. Burnett joined RCDC when it was founded in 1976. His previous experience included the development of low and moderate income housing as well as commercial projects in economically depressed areas throughout the state of New York as President and CEO of the New York State Urban Development Corporation. From 1960 to 1969, he was Executive Vice President of a private company engaged in the planning and management of natural resource-based development in less developed areas of the world. Mr. Burnett is an engaging speaker and is well qualified to sum up the ideas, thoughts, opinions and visions expressed on the Convention's theme, Vision . . . Imagine the Possibilities.
Message Center

There will be a message Center at the Convention where you can be contacted. Calls should be placed to the Wisconsin Society of Architects Convention (414) 567-0311, and the callers should ask for the WSA Message Center.

CEU Credit Offered

For the eleventh year, the WSA will be awarding CEU credits for attendance at the seminars during the two days of the Convention. If you plan to take advantage of this opportunity, please note the item on the registration form related to CEU credit. One CEU credit is equivalent to 10 hours of seminars/classroom attendance.

Door Prizes

Door prizes will be awarded during the Exhibit Period/Walking Lunch from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, May 11 in the Exhibit Hall. Due to security reasons, we are unable to divulge what the door prizes will be at this time. Schedule your time to be present . . . you could be a winner!

Convention Schedule

Monday, May 9, 1988

7:00-9:00pm
Early Bird Cocktail Party

Tuesday, May 10, 1988

Speakers and Seminars
9:00-9:15am
Opening Remarks
Joe Powelka, AIA
Convention Chair

9:15-10:30am
Vision . . .
David Zach, Futurist

1:00-2:00pm
Workshops . . .
Imagine the Possibilities
The Search for Shelter — Blake Chambliss, FAIA, and Donald Maniccia
Landscape Architecture — William McGibbon
DLIHR Codes — Richard Meyer

2:15-3:30pm
Vision . . .
Edmund Bacon, FAIA
Urban Planner

6:00-7:00pm
Assn. Meeting
Mitchell Elliot
IDP Coordinating Committee

Tuesday, May 10, 1988

Special Events
10:30-11:00am
WAF Annual Meeting and Reception

11:15-12:30pm
WSA Annual Meeting and Luncheon

12:30-1:00pm
City of the Future
Dean Carl Patton and Jeffrey Olliusang, AIA

1:30-2:00pm
Exhibitor Meeting

3:30-7:30pm
Exhibits Open
Construction Industry Reception

Wednesday, May 11, 1988

Speakers and Seminars
8:45-9:45am
Workshops . . .
Imagine the Possibilities
The Search for Shelter — Blake Chambliss, FAIA, and Donald Maniccia
Landscape Architecture — William McGibbon
QBS — D. Van Fossen

9:45-11:00am
WSA 1988 Honor Awards
Mildred Schmertz, FAIA

2:00-3:00pm
Vision . . .
William Monroe III, AIA
Clark Tribble Harris & Li

3:15-4:15pm
Vision . . .
John Burnett, President
Rockefeller Center Development Corp.

Wednesday, May 11, 1988

Special Events
8:15-8:45am
Continental Breakfast

11:00-2:00pm
Exhibits Open
Walking Lunch and Door Prizes

4:15-4:30pm
Closing Remarks
1988 Exhibitors

The 1988 WSA Convention includes the biggest and best exposition of construction industry products and services ever... with 143 exhibit booths featuring the latest in new technology and staffed by knowledgeable service and product representatives.

The Exhibit Hall will be open during both days of the Convention, from 3:30 to 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, May 10 and from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, May 11. Find the answers to all your questions on new products and services from the following companies which will be represented on the exhibit floor.

A/E Graphics, Inc.
Acoustical Floors of Wisc., Inc.
Aero-Metric Engineering, Inc.
Pete Alexander Company Inc.
All City Services
Allied Building Products Corp.
Allied Computer Group, Inc.
Amarlite Architectural Products
American Olean Tile Co.
Andersen Corporation
Fred G. Anderson, Inc.
Architectural Sales Corp.
Arwin Builders' Specialties, Inc.
Auer Steel & Heating Supply
Badger Wholesale Lumber
Baraboo Tent & Awning
Bend Industries, Inc.
Best Block Co.
Best Lock Corporation
Biesanz Stone Company
Block Iron & Supply Co.
Brick Distributors of Wisconsin
John Buhler Co., Inc.
Burgmeier Co., Inc.
CADS, Inc.
Certainteed Corp.
Champion Brick/Wood-Lam, Inc.
Cheney Building Systems, Inc.
ChildCrest Distributing
Cold Spring Granite Company
Columbus Wallcovering Co.
Cornell Corporation
Cornell Iron Works
Delta Faucet
Diversifoam Products
Duwe Metal Products/Fabral A.B.P.
Edwards Sales Co.
Elastizell of Wisconsin, Inc.
Fabcon, Incorporated
Fibermesh Company
Firestone
David Fogelstrom & Assoc., Inc.
Formica
G.M.B. Engineering Equipment
Gagnon Clay Products — Wis. Face Brick & Supply
Georgia-Pacific Corp.
Geo-Synthetics, Inc.
Graham Architecturah
Graphic Specialties, Inc.
Hallmark Building Supplies, Inc.
Halquist Stone
C.W. Hamm & Assoc., Inc.
Harmon Contract
Hartland Corp.
Hayfield Window and Door Co.
Humane Equipment Co.
Hurd Millwork Co.
International Conference of Building Officials
JEM Mechanical Services, Inc.

JWC Building Specialties, Inc.
Jaeckle Wholesale Inc.
Kawneer Co.
Kinetics, Inc.
Landscape Architects, Inc.
Laticrete International
LaForce Hardware & Mfg. Co.
Lexco Tile & Supply Co.
Lurie Co.
Marvin Windows
Master Blue Print
Maxine Interior Plantscape
Merchant's Wholesale, Inc.
Metal Sales Manufacturing Corp.
Mid-America Tile, Inc.
Midland Brick Company
Mid-Western Reps
Midwestern Visual Equipment Co.
Mobility Unlimited, Inc.
Modu-Line Windows, Inc.
Nevar Corporation
Nils Elevator Company
Parkwood Chicago, Inc.
Poblocki & Sons, Inc.
Professional Control Corp.
Prostar, Inc.
Raynor Garage Doors
Republic Midwest, Inc.
Riebau's Cabinets Ltd.
S & S Sales
STS Consultants, Ltd.
Saturn Associates
Schlage Lock Co.
Somers Midwest Ltd.
Spancrete Industries, Inc./Waukesha Block
Studen Automatic
Sterling Engineered
Stickler & Assoc.
Thoro System Products
Thyboron Wallcoverings
Trane Company
Tremco, Inc.
Tropical Plant Rentals, Inc.
Trus Joist
Vande Hey's Roofing Tile Co., Inc.
Velux-America Inc.
Ver Halen, Inc.
Viracon, Inc.
Warneck Hersey International, Inc.
Wausau Tile, Inc.
Wayne-Dalton Corp.
Weather-Tek Building Products, Inc.
Wilsonart
Wisbo Company
Wisconsin Bell — Public Communications
Wisconsin Blue Flame Council
Wisconsin Concrete Products Association
Wisconsin EPS, Inc.
Wood Flooring
THE HEAT IS ON WITH CARRIER SEALED COMBUSTION FURNACES.

ESPECIALLY SUITED FOR:
- Multi-Family
- Single Family
- Commercial Buildings

QUALITY FEATURES
- SealedCombustion
- 93% Plus A.F.U.E.
- Requires No Chimney
- Quiet Operation
- Life-time Limited Heat Exchanger Warranty
- Lowest Electrical Consumption
- Best Qualified Dealer Network for Sales & Service Support

Gas: Wisconsin’s best energy value.
Wisconsin Blue Flame Council
Wick: Business building business.

Wick knows what it takes to build a successful business. After all, we've dedicated more than 30 years toward designing and constructing quality buildings for businesses across the Midwest.

Using our proven post-frame construction technique and professional engineering, Wick can help you plan a building that meets your needs best, utilizing the most efficient layout to save you time and labor.

What's more, Wick builds economy and flexibility into every design. Which means you can enjoy energy-saving features to keep monthly operating costs low and choose from a wide range of attractive colors and custom features to match your business needs and preferences.

Plus, you'll also save 20-40% over other construction methods.

At Wick, we make it our business to assure you of top quality construction and design. Business building business… That's Wick Buildings.

Wick Buildings®
A product of Wick Building Systems, Inc.
Mazomanie, WI 53560
HOW TO MAKE YOUR COMPUTER CRANK OUT WINDOWS.

Introducing the Andersen CADD-I™ Computerized Detail File.
Simply put, this new computer program draws windows so you don't have to. And removes the burden of post-design production.

No more repetitive, time-consuming drawing of details. No more counting and listing windows and options.

Developed by architects for architects, the Andersen CADD-I™ program is IBM PC-compatible and runs on AUTO CAD 2.52.

Like to make your computer do windows? Come and see it in operation in Booths 37, 38, 39 and 40 at the WSA Convention.

THE RADFORD COMPANY
OSHKOSH LA CROSSE MADISON

The Metal Building Components You Need:

SEAM-LOC 24

The Seam-Loc 24 standing seam roof offers the ultimate in weather protection. Panels are secured to the roof purlins by expansion clips, which virtually eliminate exposed fasteners, while allowing for varying insulation thicknesses. The Seam-Loc 24 roof is used for both new and retrofit construction.

STILE™

Stile steel tile roofing system is designed to simulate the classic elegance of clay tile in lengths from 3' to 16' with a 1 meter coverage width. Weighing approximately one pound per square foot, 26 gauge Stile is easily and quickly installed.

Carrying a Class A fire rating, when properly applied, Stile is available with a fluorocarbon paint system in a variety of colors offering a 20 year limited warranty.

metal sales
manufacturing corporation

9401 83rd Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55445
(612) 425-1700
(800) 328-9316
It's a Matter of Safety

Install Kemlite, Fire-X Glasbord, fiberglass wall and ceiling panels

- UL CLASSIFIED
- FM APPROVAL
- LOW TOXICITY
- USDA ACCEPTANCE
- NEW YORK CITY ACCEPTANCE

According to the National Fire Protection Agency, smoke and fire-released gases cause more than 60% of all fire-related deaths.

Fire-X Glasbord has a Class 1/A flame spread rating, and its limited smoke development is rated less toxic than red oak.

When human lives are in your hands, specify the safer fiberglass wall and ceiling panel.

For more information, contact:

Kinetics, Inc.
4281 Acker Road
P.O. Box 7426
Madison, WI 53707
(608) 241-4118
For Interior Landscaping, Your Blueprints Should Include Tropical Plant Rentals, Inc.

Why? Because as the nation's most experienced interior landscape contractor, we've provided, installed and maintained more plant material for more architects and developers than anyone, anywhere.

This experience is available when you have planning questions about lighting and environmental factors, plant availability, installation or maintenance techniques, etc. Find out why your next blueprint should include a professional installation by TPR. Call Lori today at (414) 353-4700, 7000 North 76th Street, Milwaukee, WI 53223.
If the Chinese had had S & S Sales Corporation available to them in 200 B.C., they wouldn't have had to settle for just a Great Wall. They could have had a really great wall with the beauty, strength, durability and energy efficiency of exterior panels from S & S. And, because of their flame-retardant properties, they wouldn't have had to contend with any of that nasty fire-breathing dragon graffiti either!

Stonecast by Sanspray; Petrarach and Fasset; Senergy; Weyerhaeuser Panel-15; Masonite Flame Test; Granex Composite Stone Panels... the Seven Wonders of the World. And S & S has them all. As well as the expertise to serve as a consultant to you and your contractors and the innovation to solve problems at any stage of construction, including design.

A very wise man once said: “It is far better to call S & S today than to have to call for help tomorrow.” Not Confucius, perhaps. But still very wise.
Gas is a natural in Wisconsin design.

When your design objective is efficiency, look to natural gas. Nothing enjoys a better reputation for efficiency, clean air, and convenience.

Today, you can choose from a variety of high-efficiency gas heating systems, water heaters, and appliances.

You also have new products such as all-in-one gas heating and cooling units and direct vent furnaces and water heaters.

Put this new technology together with Wisconsin's ample supply and services, and you can see why gas is a natural in Wisconsin design.

Contact your natural gas utility for the latest information.
What you get
is more
than
what you see.

The real beauty of a skylight by Super Sky is that it is a total package:
- Start-to-finish responsibility, all under the direction of the factory.
- Highest quality materials in the industry.
- Financial stability of a manufacturer that has been in business 58 years.
- 10-year warranty against defects and leakage.

If you'd like to see more of what you get with Super Sky, contact our representative.

David Fogelstrom & Assoc., Inc.
675 N. Brookfield Rd.
Brookfield, WI 53005
(414) 762-7713

SUPER SKY
SUPER SKY PRODUCTS. INC., 10301 North Enterprise Dr., Mequon, Wisconsin 53092
(414) 242-2000 Tele 4311037 SSPIMEZ

Reprints
Available
From
Wisconsin
Architect
Doing A
Trade Show?
Considering A
Direct Mail
Campaign?

We will reprint your ad on our magazine paper stock in the quantities you need.

For more information contact:
Nancy Baxter
Advertising Sales Manager
608/257-8477
Whether your design calls for an earth-bound surface or a roof-top terrace, ULTRASTONE 9000 offers you the most complete selection of architectural pavers you'll find anywhere.

Just as important is Bend Industries' unmatched reputation for quality. Our state-of-the-art technology means that you will never be forced to strike a compromise between aesthetics and strength. ULTRASTONE 9000 gives you both — and more:

**Beauty**
Select any combination of textures, colors and sizes to complement your architectural design — and create a look that is distinctly your own.

**Strength**
Our exclusive Ultradon™ process transforms the substrate and surface materials into an inseparable unit, providing extraordinary strength and durability. Absorbency is less than five percent, virtually eliminating the risk of failure due to freeze/thaw. At 9,000 PSI compressive strength, ULTRASTONE 9000 is a super strength paver of stonelike density. Ultrastone virtually eliminates concerns related to other pre-cast pavers.

**Flexibility**
Ultrastone's unique dual application system is ideal for both ground-level and above-ground installations.

![Image of Ultrastone pavers](image)

**Safety**
Ultrastone's exclusive Pedestal System allows the pavers to be elevated.

This innovative concept provides for complete drainage on above-ground installations: decks, around pools, on rooftop terraces and other areas where continuous moisture can be a problem.

The pedestal/paver system is easily installed and can be removed for convenient access to the substrate.
Color and Texture  Ultrastone sets no limits on your imagination. Mix and match from an array of finishes in slate, exposed aggregate, cobblestone, patterns, smooth or flame-blasted. Any color can be created to complement your design. As shown here, the architect chose custom tones of Rose, Silver, and Charcoal in a sophisticated slate finish. More color/texture selections are shown on the front and back covers.

ULTRASTONE 9000 makes a dramatic "first impression" as the walkway surrounding the new Mayfair Shopping Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Call us collect for complete specifications and installation details for our ULTRASTONE 9000 ground-level and elevated paving system. Our assistance is available whenever you need it — before, during and after installation.

Above left:
Exposed Aggregate/
Natural Pebble
Stippled/Charcoal

Bottom left:
Stippled/Natural
Stippled/Buff

Above right:
Exposed Aggregate/
Meramec
Ashlar Slate/Charcoal

Bottom right:
Cobble/Buff
Cobble/Charcoal

Above:
1/4 Round Cobble/Barcelona Red

We can create any custom color you desire.

BEND
BEND INDUSTRIES INC.

2929 Paradise Drive P.O. Box 178 West Bend, WI 53095

Chicago (312) 263-7556 Milwaukee (414) 273-2702 West Bend (414) 334-5557

Appleton Chicago Fond du Lac Waupun West Bend
Architect-Client Teamwork
Key to Success

by Richard J. Griese, AIA

School, hospital, stadium, museum . . . when it comes to planning public buildings, few people today would question the need to retain an architect.

Still, the business community lags behind this conventional wisdom. The question lingers, "Why do we need an architect for our project?"

Surely part of the question results from poor communication. Architects have failed to tell the story of their profession — one of the oldest art forms. Business owners do not typically consider that their buildings have anything to do with art. But their buildings are architecture, and architecture is a visual art with unique characteristics.

First, architecture blends creative design with engineering and science. When these elements are integrated, a well-designed building results.

Second, architecture is always functional. People create buildings for work, worship, recreation and many other purposes. Also, architecture is created in response to someone's needs. A noted architectural critic, Ada Louise Huxtable, has said, "A building is only as good as its client."

The owner or manager of a business, the client, is a vital part of the design and building process. There is no question that the architect needs the client. Still, the question remains, "Does the client need the architect?" The answer is yes.

The architect is the only professional equipped to guide the owner through the entire building process. Training and experience — six or seven years of higher education, a minimum of three years of apprenticeship and a 36-hour state examination — enable the architect to combine art, engineering, science and the client's needs into a successful building.

The resulting design meets budget restrictions, building code regulations and site conditions. It is a facility tailored to the business it will serve and shelter.

As a professional, the architect does not sell any specific product or represent any manufacturer of building materials, but acts solely in the owner's best interest. When the client and the architect work together, "good design" results.

For the architect, good design embraces more than the exterior and interior appearance. Certainly a well-designed building will be a fitting addition to its surroundings. However, it must also function well; be structurally sound; provide the proper environment for its occupants, machines and processes; and meet the owner's budget requirements.

And good design is good business. Most buildings in our area are designed and constructed in less than a year, yet these buildings will shape the activities of a business for a quarter of a century or more. Good decisions in the planning of these buildings are essential.

A building of good design will have a positive impact on morale and efficiency which, in turn, can affect the business' profitability. Most companies readily invest in modern labor-saving equipment and machinery, but give little thought to the shelter in which the equipment is placed.

A lack of commitment to good design is evidenced along beltline highways and in many so-called "industrial parks." A drive through some of these areas leads one to wonder why they are called "parks," for they hardly project the image of a park. If one company depresses the area with poor design and maintenance, neighbors can hardly be expected to make a commitment to good design. This domino effect can turn the so-called industrial park into an industrial wasteland.

The city of Green Bay has an excellent opportunity for a new start with its proposed development of an East Side Industrial park. To assure that this development becomes an area of which both business and the community can be proud, the commitment to good design in its broadest sense must be made.

The architect can make a positive contribution to this development and to the business community throughout Northeast Wisconsin.

EDITOR: The author is president of Somerville Associates in Green Bay and recently stepped down as a director-at-large on the WSA Board of Directors. The article originally appeared as the "Business Forum" column in a recent edition of the Green Bay Press-Gazette.
POINT LINE
Professional Micro-based CADD

Introducing MAX/CAD.
The first furniture system designed specifically for computer-aided design and engineering.

HAMILTON
MAX/CAD

MARCH BLUE PRINT INC.

Toll Free Number
1-800-822-4885

Today, added financial value looks very appealing to developers. That's why they come to Lied's for land planning as well as commercial and residential landscaping. After all, we can handle every detail of a project from zoning approvals to maintenance.

Lied's is noted for creating award-winning environments for residential developments, office buildings, shopping centers, resorts, hotels and municipalities throughout the Great Lakes area.


Enhance with Tile From
Butler Tile Sales

Ostara floor tile and Incepawall tile. A delightful duet from INCERCO. Perfect harmony of appearance, line after line. Solids, murals, mosaics, motifs - all in a medley of colors and sizes. Beautifully in tune with most other tiles, too.

High quality. Easy to clean. There are also Ostara “step-safety” designs for the bath, the kitchen, the poolside — wherever wet surfaces could be a hazard.

Tile of Distinction Ceramic Tile Showroom
• Serving Wisconsin builders, architects, and interior designers for 35 years • Hundreds of samples on display • Experienced design consultants available to assist you • Fast delivery of hundreds of different tiles from our warehouse

746 N. 109th St., Milwaukee, WI 53226 • 414-476-0970
toll free 1-800-242-0847

OF ALL THE GREEN THINGS WE HELP DEVELOPERS GROW,
THIS GROWS THE FASTEST.
Statute of Limitations

WSA Legislative Committee Chairman Fred Zimmermann, AIA, testified recently in support of Assembly Bill 622 before the Assembly Judiciary Committee. This proposed legislation, drafted by the WSA with a consortium of construction industry organizations, would strengthen Wisconsin's statute of limitations for the design and construction of improvements to real property. The statute of limitations is a key factor affecting the liability exposure of Wisconsin architects.

The Wisconsin Legislature has enacted two statute of limitations laws for the construction industry during the last several decades. The present law, enacted in 1977, requires that actions be brought within six years of substantial completion of a building. However, subsequent Wisconsin Supreme Court decisions have weakened the legislative intent of the law and allowed claims many years after the six-year limitation. For example, the Court has ruled that the current statute of limitations does not apply to building projects completed prior to 1977.

Zimmermann testified that the useful life of a building can extend for centuries, "leaving the architect and the architect's estate with virtually unlimited liability. The result is that architects can never really 'retire.' As registered architects, we are not allowed to shield ourselves behind a 'corporate veil.' This means we place our personal assets and those of our heirs on the line whenever we provide professional services, and that exposure can last the life of the building."

The changes proposed by Assembly Bill 622 address the concerns that have been expressed by the Wisconsin Supreme Court regarding the constitutionality of the present statute of limitations law. "It is important to Wisconsin's design and construction industry that Wisconsin have a statute of limitations law that can withstand a constitutional challenge," Zimmermann concluded.

Identical legislation also has been introduced in the State Senate . . . Senate Bill 365. For additional information on this statute of limitations legislation, contact Bill at the WSA office.

WSA Golden Award

The third annual WSA Golden Award has been awarded to Mark A. Pfaller, FAIA. In accordance with previously adopted rules and procedures, Mark was named the recipient of the 1988 Golden Award by the WSA Board of Directors at its December meeting.

The Golden Award is the highest honor the WSA can bestow on one of its members. Its purpose is to recognize an individual architect who has performed most distinguished leadership and service to the WSA over an extended period of time and has advanced the cause of the profession in providing an inspiration to his/her fellow practitioners.

The award will be formally presented at the 1988 WSA Convention to be held May 10 and 11 at the Olympia Village in Oconomowoc. Congratulations Mark.

Long-Range Planning

For the past two summers the WSA Board of Directors has retreated into the woods north of Madison to participate in a long-range planning session. The idea is to look five years ahead and examine budget projections in relation to the major programs and services provided by the WSA.

While many specific issues and programs were discussed in detail, the following five broad long-range goals were identified in 1987:

- Encourage increased membership involvement in WSA programs and activities.
- Keep the Qualification Based Selection (QBS) program moving forward and work to find the dollars necessary to support this effort.
- Continue to monitor and influence legislation and administrative rules that affect the practice of architecture in Wisconsin.
- Work to improve the grassroots contact with members by keeping the Chapters rejuvenated.

The good news is that with careful management and oversight the WSA will be able to continue to operate in the black and to maintain the high level of services and programs that members have come to expect. Such a long-range planning effort is healthy, and the WSA Board of Directors plans to continue conducting these planning and goal setting sessions on an annual basis.
What is needed is input, involvement and feedback from WSA members. How well do the adopted long-range goals match up with your ideas and perceptions of the direction the WSA should be heading? Member comments and suggestions are welcomed, and, in fact, represent a vital part of the WSA’s long-range planning process.

People and Places
A. James Gersich, AIA, recently joined Flad & Associates of Madison. Jim was named as an Associate and Project Manager with Flad. He was formerly Vice President and Principal for HSR Associates in La Crosse, where he had worked 14 years.

Jim Gersich, AIA
WSA member William P. Wenzler, FAIA, of Milwaukee has been named to the AIA Housing Committee. Congratulations.

SARUP Lecture Series
The UW-Milwaukee Department of Architecture has announced speakers for its Spring Semester Lecture Series. The lectures are held on Friday afternoons beginning at 4:30 p.m.


Membership Action
Brew, James S., was approved for AIA Membership in the Northeast Wisconsin Chapter. He advanced from Associate Member.

Gausman, Steven A., was approved for AIA Membership in the Northwest Wisconsin Chapter.

Karstaedt, Kyle, was approved for AIA Membership in the Northeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Soto, Michael, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter. (He transferred from Montana.)

DeJesus, Raquel, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Buschey, Kevin, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Bersch, Frederick, was approved for Professional Affiliate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Houlihan, Thomas A., was approved for AIA Membership in the Northwest Wisconsin Chapter.

Pratt, Lydia, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Kuski, Barbara, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Hall, Douglas, was approved for Associate Membership in the Northwest Wisconsin Chapter.

Sathoff, Karen, was approved for AIA Membership in the Northeast Wisconsin Chapter. She advanced from Associate Member.

Wendland, Wm., was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Reese, Jason, was approved for Professional Affiliate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Gondek, Paul R., was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Holzhauer, Stephen, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter. He advanced from Associate Member.

The following students also were approved for membership:

Bengston, Greg
Berg, Cecelia
Bildings, Raymond
Brehmer, Brian
Brown, James
Friestrom, John
Friese, Dean
Grap, Perry
Grosskopf, Tom
Hanks, Sally Jo
Hansen, Scott
Hessel, David
Hohn, Greg
Huiras, Judy
Keuler, Debra
Kintopf, Scott
Larsen, Dawn
Lasecki, Tim
Leurquin, Ronald
Lyberg, Bradley
Melberg, Scott
Miller, Paul
Oremus, Barbara
Palniquist, Paul
Paulson, Joel
Peterson, Doug
Predi, Randy
Retzer, Sally
Schulz, Jeff
Schumal, Jodi
Stickney, David
Timm, Joe
Walrath, John
Yung, Ol-Lai
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Wendland, Wm., was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Reese, Jason, was approved for Professional Affiliate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Gondek, Paul R., was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Holzhauer, Stephen, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter. He advanced from Associate Member.
Seeking an Associate or Looking for a New Position?

Try the WSA Job Bank

If you are looking for a new position or seeking an associate, the WSA Job Bank can help you. There is no charge for using the service.

If you have any questions or need more information about the service, call Sandra at the WSA office (Madison - 608/257-8477; Wisconsin - 1-800-272-4483.)
1987
A201:
Use it or lose it in court.
Replace your office inventory of A201, the General Conditions, immediately. Many AIA Documents cross-reference A201 as the current edition, so even if you are using a 1970s version of B141, the Owner-Architect Agreement, the 1987 version of A201 applies.
Mixing and matching editions may result in chaos on the job-site and will probably increase your liability exposure.

Before you sign your next contract . . .
Significant changes have been made to many AIA Documents to further clarify roles and responsibilities, to provide remedies for nonpayment, and to require proper credit and recognition of the architect's contribution.
Before you sign your next contract, you need to know what revisions have been made and what they mean to your relationships with owners and contractors.

Now you can get the credit you deserve.
The new editions of AIA Documents B141 and B151 (Owner-Architect Agreements) contain provisions which clarify copyright protection and ownership of the architect's drawings. It is also required that the architect be given credit in the public media for the architect's work.
For more information on the AIA Documents, call:
Wisconsin Society of Architects
1-800-ARCHITECT
In Madison: 257-8477

WAND Classic Series Windows function within project specifications and building codes. With form that satisfies your architectural vision.
Every Classic Series Window is custom designed and built to fit your window opening. In the style you specify. With a full warranty, and knowledgeable factory support.
Variety of venting options • Multiple lites in a single frame • Units available up to 57 square feet • Energy efficient • Wide range of glazings • Maintenance free rigid vinyl • Residential to heavy commercial • Large projects to single units

Form still follows Function

Sculptured Rock,
the naturally beautiful face offering a permanent solution to your landscape needs.
KeyStone® is designed to function beautifully for a lifetime, providing long term savings compared to timbers which will deteriorate.
There are no metal members in KeyStone to rust away, such as nails found in timbers.
No cumbersome tools, mortars, cutting, or preservative treatments are required with KeyStone, and the wall goes up in half the time of old methods.
Built to last!
• Individual concrete units locked together with fiberglass dowels.
• Available in 8" or 4" high mini-units.
• Choice of face, color and texture.
• Strong, permanent and maintenance free.
• Quick and easy installation reduces labor.

Manufatured in this area by
Best Block Company
P.O. Box 1000 • Butler, WI 53007
(312) 782-5379
(414) 781-7200
For Information Contact: WAND Corporation
P.O. Box 27
700 Oak Street
Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538
1 414 563-7325

Wisconsin Architect March 1988
Paul is extremely knowledgeable in insurance applications of the consulting industry. He has consistently offered us alternatives when they were available and, in my opinion, honestly strives to define insurance needs specific to our business, alternatives to us, and the best premium available at a particular time.

John J. Reinhardt, Exec. V.P.
RMT, Inc.

- Exclusive representative of Design Professionals Insurance Co.
- Representative of all available markets
- Service: review contracts, compare policy provisions, monitor claims, conduct in-house Loss Prevention seminars

Contact: Paul Berta

NOBODY OFFERS A MORE WELL-ROUNDED LINE OF WINDOWS.

Marvin Windows will make Round Top windows in virtually any shape and size. Quarter rounds, Half rounds, Ellipticals, Transoms, Ovals, Circles. Gothic windows.

In fact, if Marvin can’t build the window you’re looking for, it probably can’t be built.

But while each Marvin Round Top looks different from the next one, they’re all made the same way. Carefully. One at a time. To your specifications.

So whether you’re restoring a home or just want a window design that you can call your own, Marvin will make windows to order.

Clarification: The photography for the 1988 Construction Industry Handbook Cover was done by Mark Heffron.

Correction: The name of August H. Wulff Co. was inadvertently deleted from the Architectural Woodwork ad in the 1988 Construction Industry Handbook. We regret any inconvenience this may have caused.

STREATOR BRICK
SERVING MID-WEST ARCHITECTS WITH SPECIALIZED FACE BRICK PRODUCTS FROM THE SAME LOCATION SINCE 1895
FOR INFORMATION OR SERVICE PHONE 815-672-2106
Bradley Corporation's new series of heavy gauge, stainless steel plumbing fixtures and accessories are designed specifically for vandal-prone washrooms at schools, stadiums, sports facilities, waysides and other public buildings with a high volume of rest room traffic.

Included in the Bradmax™ line are: toilets, sinks, mirrors and a broad line of accessories. The units also meet accessibility codes and are available in a wide range of attractive Brad-Glaze™ color finishes.

For more information on Bradmax vandal-resistant fixtures and accessories, contact Stickler & Associates, 333 N. 121st St., Milwaukee, WI 53226 414-771-0400.

Andersen Corporation, the nation's largest window manufacturer, has started shipping its distributors two new, longer sizes of stationary roof windows.

Assembled with advanced, low-emissivity glazing, the new units are designed to add more light to homes and commercial buildings, while reducing glare and keeping energy bills low.

Both High-Performance products will typically pay for themselves in five to seven years through reduced energy bills, according to Andersen's recent nationwide research.

For more information on Andersen's roof window or High-Performance glazings, write the Radford Company, Box 2688, Oshkosh, WI 54903, or call the customer sales and service department at 414-231-4880.

Cheney's new Victory Lift is the ideal solution to accessibility problems in schools, churches, other public buildings as well as private residences. So versatile, it's designed to transport wheelchair or seated passengers up and down straight or curved stairways. A special hydraulic power system folds the unit to within 12 inches of the wall for barrier-free passage. An exclusive Key Card system allows access only to authorized users. A micro-processor controls operations. Its modern design fits into a range of decors.

For more information, contact The Cheney Co., P.O. Box 188, New Berlin, WI 53151

414-782-1100.
Exterior Insulation & Finish Systems

Thoro System Products brings to the exterior insulation industry over 75 years experience in manufacturing waterproofing, restoration, and decorative products for concrete and masonry.

ThoroWall Exterior Insulation & Finish Systems are now available from Thoro! Both ThoroWall A, a flexible acrylic, polymer base system and ThoroWall H, the high impact, polymer modified system, provide an insulating exterior wall system for retrofitting or new construction of concrete, masonry, stud construction and other exterior surfaces.

Both ThoroWall Systems; A and H, give your building energy efficiency and a uniform, waterproof finish. Finishes for both systems are offered in a variety of colors and textures.

Thoro System Products offers a material and labor warranty on all ThoroWall products. Ask about it!

For more information on ThoroWall Insulation Systems, distribution, and our Approved Applicator Program, write: David Miller, Area Representative, 2910 Alvarado Lane, Plymouth, MN 55447, or call 612/476-0111.
Set Your People Free!

1988 WSA Convention

May 10-11 1988

Olympia Village

Oconomowoc Wisconsin

A cut above.

If your specifications call for aluminum or vinyl replacement windows, Republic Aluminum can design the AAMA approved window system that will meet your particular requirements.

Regardless of your needs—commercial, residential or restoration, Republic Aluminum the "Flexible Window Company" delivers the window system that is a cut above the rest.

1725 W. Diversey
Chicago, IL 60614
Phone (312) 525-6000

Republic
ALUMINUM

PBBS EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

5401 N. Park Dr.
Butler, WI 53007

MADISON .......... (608)249-6604
GREEN BAY .......... (414)494-3675
MILWAUKEE .......... (414)781-9620
STEVENS POINT ....... (719)344-7310

24 HOUR Radio Dispatch Truck Fleet for INDUSTRY, INSTITUTIONS, SCHOOLS, etc.
AUTHORIZED PARTS & SERVICE FOR CLEAVER — BROOKS, CLEVELAND CONTROLS, MORR CONTROLS CO.
Throughout Wisconsin & Upper Michigan.
SALES, BOILER ROOM ACCESSORIES, O' TRIMS, And-Car Automatic Bottom Blowdown Systems. SERVICE — CLEANING ON ALL MAKES. Complete Mobile Boiler Room Rentals.
This ad is for everyone who thinks they know a Fabcon building when they see one.

This attractive 85,000 sq. ft. office/warehouse for Miyano Machinery U.S.A., Inc., is located in Wood Dale, IL. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised to discover how creative a design can be when Fabcon precast prestressed concrete panels are used.

Contractor: Jon Construction, Inc. Wilmette, IL
Architect: American Concepts Chicago, IL

FABCON
Corporate Offices and Manufacturing Facilities
6111 West Highway 13
Savage, Minnesota 55378
(612) 890-4444
Toll Free (800) 328-2970 • In Minnesota (800) 352-2811

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES IN CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE
That big, empty basement could have looked like this.

You don't need a lot of money to enjoy beautiful lower level living. All you need is taste, imagination, and decorative concrete block. Concrete block offers you a stimulating variety of patterns and colors to choose from.

You have all the freedom you need to satisfy your individual creativity. But interior design isn't the only reason for choosing concrete block. It's also easy to live with because of its unique insulating qualities.

Your lower level stays warm in winter, cool in summer, and dry all year long. Concrete block is energy efficient, durable, and surprisingly low-cost. No wonder 95% of all new home buyers in this area choose concrete block for their lower levels.

Ask your builder/Designer or block representative to show you the possibilities of Decorative Concrete Block.

Then put your imagination to work!